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Aperto Networks:

Small Company
Seeking Big Rewards
in Growing Industry

By Steve Stroh
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A

perto Networks has not exactly become
a household name, even among industry insiders. However, the startup broadband wireless equipment provider from Milpitas,
Calif. has plans to change that.
Aperto has taken a “bag of tricks, technologies, and techniques” and combined nearly all of
them to come up with what the company
believes is the “ultimate” Broadband Wireless
Internet Access system.
The company’s system is designed to dynamically optimize nearly every parameter, per user,
per transmission from the physical layer of
antenna polarization all the way through the
Media Access Control (MAC) layer of network
software.
“Aperto Networks' vision is to extend Internet
and telephony applications on a mass scale using
broadband wireless technology,” said Alan Menezes,
vice president of marketing, Aperto Networks.
“Ideally we want to make broadband fixed wireless as ubiquitous in the near future as cellular
service is today. The customer doesn't care that
wireless technology is used. They'll have a phone
jack or Ethernet jack that will work just like what
they're used to for wired services.”
Some of the challenges that Aperto is attempting to answer:
• Cost effectiveness, ideally cost-competitive
with Cable and DSL Internet Access
• Point-to-Multipoint deployment
• Non-Line-Of-Sight (NLOS) operation for
relatively easy deployment in a variety of
environments
• High-speed - 10 Mbps and higher
• Multi-service - usable for voice, video, etc.
• Scalable to many users from the same hub

The Big Three
Aperto uses three groups of technologies to
address these challenges, which they call RapidBurst, OptimaLink, and ServiceQ.
RapidBurst is the “most” physical layer of the
three. RapidBurst implements burst mode both
upstream and downstream from the hub, and the
choice of either Time Division Duplexing (TDD)
or Frequency Division Duplexing (FDD). RapidBurst can be thought of as Aperto Networks’ “Air
Interface Protocol”.
OptimaLink’s function is to dynamically choose
parameters for every individual transmission and
user. The collection of parameters is automatically
chosen to best insure that a transmission will reach
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“Aperto Networks' vision is to extend Internet and
telephony applications on a mass scale using broadband
wireless technology,” said Alan Menezes, vice president of marketing,
Aperto Networks. “Ideally we want to make broadband fixed wireless as
ubiquitous in the near future as cellular service is today. The customer doesn't
care that wireless technology is used. They'll have a phone jack or Ethernet jack
that will work just like what they're used to for wired services.”
the intended recipient with as much bandwidth as
possible. Aperto Networks’ executives would not
reveal all of their “magic ten” dynamic parameters,
but did disclose the following:
• Antenna polarization /antenna diversity
• Transmitted power
• Type of modulation (higher order versus
lower order)
• Forward Error Correction (FEC)
• Automatic Request to Retransmit lost data
(ARQ)
• Optimum frame size
• Ratio of Transmit versus Receive using Time
Division Duplexing (TDD)
For example, a user who is located non-lineof-sight may receive a better signal from horizontal antenna polarization, higher transmitted
power, a lower-order modulation, more powerful
forward error correction applied, and smaller
frame size packet. A user who is direct line-ofsight would have these same parameters considerably relaxed, since the system doesn’t have to
“work as hard” to deliver a reasonable signal to
that user. Aperto Network’s “different” approach
to the problem is that these parameters are
dynamic per user – the system doesn’t “assume”
that the transmission path is uniformly poor and
apply powerful FEC (and the resulting loss of
effective bandwidth) when it isn’t needed.
ServiceQ provides for distinct classes of service, to deliver only the bandwidth and services
that the user requires. The classes include
Constant Bit Rate (CBR), which typically is
used for streaming media, and Committed
Information Rate (CIR). CIR is typically used
for premium customers demanding a minimum
level of performance.
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Another class, Best Effort (BE), likely used by
the majority of customers, furnishes whatever
bandwidth is currently available.

Improved Performance
The result from the sum total of these technologies is that Aperto Networks expects to
deliver performance of up to 20 Mbps/6 MHz
channel per sector to each user, depending on, of
course, whatever level of service that they have
subscribed to by the provider. Once more, Aperto
Networks expects to deliver this performance at
price points competitive with cable modem and
DSL service.
The main point to consider and remember is
that all of the above parameters are fully dynamic. Most other Broadband Wireless Access systems are mostly static – their parameters don’t
change much, and as a result something suffers.
For example, the number of users that can be
supported is fewer or, the performance is lower,
the system is optimized for one use (typically
data) only, etc.
Aperto Networks’ rollout schedule is aggressive. By this month, they expect to be in alpha
testing of the entire system end-to-end. Beta testing will be conducted through the end of the
year, with production commencing by the end of
the year and shipping systems early in 2001.
“We're actively talking to more than ten
service providers and they're very interested in
conducting trials of our equipment as soon as we
finish alpha testing,” said Menezes. “They're
especially excited about OptimaLink because it
solves real-world deployment issues in a practical
and cost-effective manner.”
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Focusing on MMDS
Aperto Networks spectrum target is the
licensed Multichannel Multipoint Distribution
System (MMDS) bands in the United States and
the Americas, the 3.5 GHz band in Europe and
elsewhere, and the license-exempt 5 GHz
Unlicensed National Information Infrastructure
(UNII) bands in the U.S.
“Aperto Networks is following through on our
commitment to standards with our very active
involvement in the IEEE 802.16.3 committee,
which is working on an air-interface standard for
the licensed bands such as MMDS,” said
Menezes.
Aperto Networks expects that hubs will use
from 4 to as many as 12 sectors, with 6 sectors
being the most common configuration. There is
no inherent limitation on the number of users
per sector, but based on Aperto Networks’ testing, 200-250 users per sector is optimum.
Scalability is provided through the ability to
sectorize more finely and/or use additional
channels.

additional phone “circuits”, the system could
support this easily.
Aperto Networks foresees a strong market in
North and Latin America, but an equally strong
market overseas. Aperto Networks expects the
main distribution channel overseas to be system
integrators and other partners that can install
systems on a national basis. In North America,
Aperto Networks expects to sell directly to
Service Providers as well as system integrators.

The primary channel for potential customers to
contact Aperto Networks is to fill out the form
located at:
http://www.apertonetworks.com/products.html.
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columnist specializing in wireless. He is based in
the Seattle area.

Partnerships Key to Aperto’s Strategy
Aperto Networks expects to partner with
many companies (Aperto means “open” in
Italian). The goal is to adapt their technology
and systems for multiple uses and eventually to
drive their technologies into new industry
standards.
Aperto Networks’ first announced partner is
Tollbridge Technologies (www.tollbridgetech.com)
for voice gateway technology. The first subscriber
units will have 10/100 Ethernet connections,
but there are plans for units with built-in telephone interfaces, audio, and video interfaces,
and potentially a unit that integrates inexpensive
802.11B wireless LAN technology for “last few
feet” distribution rather than Ethernet. This is a
bit profound… for example, if a user only
wanted telephone services, they would receive a
subscriber unit with a telephone interface. A user
that wanted telephone and video service, they
would get a video jack and telephone jack on
their subscriber unit. In both of these cases, the
fact that delivery of the service was via wireless,
and that it was delivered over IP, would be totally transparent (perhaps even literally so if the
subscriber unit was located in, say, a garage and
the only thing the user sees is a coaxial cable jack
for their television or a telephone jack for their
telephone). If the user wanted to upgrade, or
someone else moved into the house and wanted

Director of RF Eng Joe Hakim (fgnd) and RF Eng Dieter Statezni (bkgnd)
working on prototype Aperto 5 GHz radio.
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